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By Natalie Hyland 
sports@cwuobserver.edu 
The Wildcat softball team will begin 
its GNAC title defense with back-to-
back doubleheaders Friday and Saturday 
against Northwest Nazarene in Selah. 
The Wildcats are unable to open their 
season at home as planned, due to the 
current snow on the fi elds.
“We haven’t practiced on our fi eld yet,” 
said head coach Mike Larabee. “We’ve 
been inside for two and half  months.”
Larabee began coaching the Wildcats 
last season. In his debut season, Larabee 
coached the women to a GNAC Cham-
pionship win and a 42-17 overall record 
after being picked as the fi fth-place fi n-
isher by the coaches. 
This season ,things are starting out 
much diff erent for the Lady Cats. In a 
preseason GNAC coaches’ poll, CWU 
softball was selected by six of  eight coach-
es as the top contender for the GNAC 
Championship this year. 
“We’ve got a bullseyes on our backs 
now,” Larabee said. “Every team is go-
ing to bring their A-game against us and 
we’ve got to be ready to go out and com-
pete.”
The Wildcats’ roster experienced some 
major changes during the off season, in-
cluding the loss of  two graduating seniors 
shortstop Andrea Hamada and pitcher 
Brielle Copodonna. 
“We lost some good players last year,” 
Larabee said. “But we’ve got some 
younger kids that are playing really well 
and fi lling their shoes.”
During the off -season, the Wildcats 
signed multiple new players including 
freshman Julia Reuble, who spoke about 
feeling the pressure of  living up to the 
high expectations of  the Wildcats by the 
rest of  the league.
By Beau Kelderhouse
scene@cwuobserver.edu 
The end of  each quarter seems to b 
stressful for most students. With piled 
on homework assignments, projects and 
tests, add fi nals to the mix and that can 
push some to the breaking point. 
The Brooks Library aims to help stu-
dents relax and enjoy fi nals week with 
Paws and Relax. This event is an oppor-
tunity to get to know some of  the service 
and therapy dogs who are a part of  the 
Ellensburg community.
Maureen Rust, assistant professor of  
library services, organized the event. The 
fi rst step for her was to fi nd therapy dogs 
in Ellensburg.  
It wasn’t easy to fi nd exclusively cer-
tifi ed therapy dogs, since the dogs must 
have liability insurance. 
“It gets around the liability issue, be-
cause it shows a certain level of  behavior 
that they have passed,” Rust said.
After doing Paws and Relax for the fi rst 
time over a year ago, it has been one of  
the more popular events for the library. 
Two dogs in particular had the oppor-
tunity to visit the Brooks Library to help 
students feel a little more comfortable 
and also to inform the participants about 
what each dog does specifi cally as a ser-
vice or therapy dog. 
One of  the dogs is Sullivan a four-and-
a-half-year-old golden retriever. He is a 
service dog for Mark Kowalski, who has 
recently moved from Vancouver. 
Sullivan was raised for Canine Com-
panions for Independence beginning 
when he was eight weeks old. When he 
was 18 months, he returned for more ad-
vanced training. 
“That didn’t work for him,” Kowalski 
said. “He was returned to me after two 
months for me to adopt.” 
About a year later Kowalski started to 
use him as his service dog. The process of  
certifying Sullivan by the federal govern-
ment was quite easy. 
The government offi  cials interviewing 
Kowalski asked two questions: Is that a 
service dog? And what service does the 
dog perform for you? 
Kowalski said the American Canine 
Association also requires that the animal 
be trained specifi cally for the individual 
and their needs.
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Softball preps for doubleheaders
Students can take a moment to ‘paws and relax’
Fire ghter’s Creed: Professor 
pays homage to fallen  re ghters
Read more on page 4
The softball team looks on as outfi elder Paige Liikala practices fi elding drills inside the auxiliary gym. 
Xander Fu/The Observer
Four athletes from CWU’s track and 
fi eld team make their way down to 
Birmingham, Alabama to compete 
in the NCAA Indoor Championship 
this weekend. 
International Café celebrates almost 
a year of  bringing CWU students 
from around the world together 
to celebrate diff erent cultures and 
traditions.
CWU collaborates in the “Ready to 
Rise” partnership that allows recently 
graduated and underrepresented 
high school students in the Yakima 
Valley to prepare for college. 
White House Press Secretary Sean 
Spicer reiterates the Trump Adminis-
tration’s stance on marijuana and the 
federal regulations and enforcement 
within the cannabis industry.
Future Wildcats get ready to riseWeed Wars: Spicer vs. spice Students gain global perspective Track sprints to NCAA nationals




Ahmed El Kabouss walks through the sliding glass 
doors of  Safeway to the customer service counter. 
He’s a slender, well-kept man of  Moroccan de-
scent. He has bushy eyebrows, and his thick head of  
hair is grey and silver. 
Once a month, he comes here to send money via 
Western Union home to his “family” – which in-
cludes plenty of  relatives but also their entire village 
in Morocco.
Ahmed El Kabouss, a cook at The Palace Café, works away with a smile on his face during his morning shift last Monday. 
McKenzie Lakey/The Observer
- See “Paws” page 5
Long-time cook at The Palace Café 
refl ects on humble beginnings and his 
personal journey to Ellensburg
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EDITOR: KAILAN MANANDIC    news@cwuobserver.com
As the quarter comes to a 
close, this issue of  the Observ-
er hits the stands and holds my 
final Observation Deck as Edi-
tor-in-Chief  (EIC).
Next quarter I will be step-
ping down as EIC in order to 
allow one of  my fellow editors 
the chance to make their own 
mark on the paper and imple-
ment their own leadership style 
as they see fit.
It’s hard to not get emotion-
al as I look back on the last six 
months as EIC for the Observer.
The journey has been filled 
with its share of  peaks and val-
leys, both on personal and a 
professional levels for me and 
my staff. 
Together we have all experi-
enced our own personal victo-
ries and losses, something which 
can be expected at such a criti-
cal point in our lives. 
These are some of  the years 
and moments that will lay the 
foundation for our futures, so it’s 
not surprising when we run into 
a few roadblocks or challenges 
along the way. Fortunately, we 
have each other for these situa-
tions. I believe I can speak for all 
of  us when I say that we have 
grown dramatically on all levels 
throughout our time here and 
will only continue to do so as we 
travel towards a new beginning. 
Although I will no longer be 
moving forward as EIC I will 
remain on staff until graduation, 
mainly because I love the people 
I work with and the content that 
they produce every week.
I will always carry a sense of  
pride with me from the time I’ve 
spent at this paper in the past 
year and I leave unapologetical-
ly and with no regrets.
However, my pride in this 
publication does not exist sim-
ply because of  the achievements 
or awards that these individu-
als now have attached to their 
names.
Yes, they have proven time 
and again that they can compete 
with some of  the best collegiate 
journalists in the nation and 
win, but their value reaches far 
beyond the hardware they have 
brought home. 
I’m proud of  the way they’ve 
learned on the fly and the fact 
that they always work to put 
their best foot forward, even 
when challenges and difficulties 
confront them head on. 
This staff is more than a group 
of  individuals who are forced 
into collaboration in order to 
create a publication. They are 
a team, and a damn good one 
at that.
They produce great content 
every week, they work hard for 
little-to-no pay, they hit deadline 
and they do it all while juggling 
everything else going on in their 
lives.
Production cycles may come 
and go, but the bonds forged 
in the newsroom don’t dissolve 
once the last pages are proofed 
and sent to print. 
When we’re recognized na-
tionally as a staff and a publi-
cation we cheer each other on. 
When one of  us struggles with 
a personal hurdle, we band to-
gether and offer support in any 
way possible. 
Together we cultivate a sup-
portive environment that allows 
everyone who steps foot into 
our little world of  print news a 
chance to soar to new heights as 
a student journalist as well as a 
CWU Wildcat. 
This staff has become like a 
family to me and this newsroom 
a second home. A home with 
constant sounds of  construction 
and zero windows, but a home 
nonetheless. 
They’re the reason this pa-
per has achieved an award for 
Best of  Show at the Associated 
Collegiate Press’ National Con-
ference in Washington, D.C., 
and they’re the reason why we 
placed again in the top ten at the 
mid-winter conference in San 
Francisco just last week. 
They have made it easy to be 
a decent leader and I want to 
thank each individual who has 
been on staff throughout this 
year for making my experiences 
here memorable in the best way 
possible. 
I wish them all the best and 
look forward to seeing this pub-
lication achieve even greater 
success in the future. 
In the words of  Edward R. 
Murrow, a Washington native 
and journalist I have come to 
greatly respect and admire: 







White House Press Secre-
tary Sean Spicer’s recent com-
ments on increasing marijuana 
enforcement left some worried 
that the federal government 
would roll back state legaliza-
tion.
Recreational marijuana use 
“is something the Department 
of  Justice, I think, will be fur-
ther looking into,” said Spicer 
in the briefing on Feb. 23.
Spicer, as the white house 
press secretary, is the main 
spokesperson for the Executive 
Branch. He doesn’t make pol-
icy, he speaks for the officials 
who do. Vice President Mike 
Pence has a history of  deliver-
ing anti-marijuana rhetoric.                
Pence was the Gov. of  Indi-
ana, which harbors some of  the 
harshest weed related sentenc-
ing laws in the country, accord-
ing to Business Insider. Posses-
sion of  any amount of  cannabis 
in the state is punishable by a 
$1000 fine and up to 180 days 
in jail. 
Pence has stated that the gov-
ernment should tax marijuana 
to fund drug education, but has 
since backed off that sentiment.
“I think we need to focus on 
reducing crime, not reducing 
penalties,” Pence said.
Attorney General Jeff Ses-
sions has also expressed an-
ti-marijuana views. 
During Session’s 1996 cam-
paign for senate, he had to give 
$2,000 back to Camel Ciga-
rettes because it was over the al-
lotted limit for campaign contri-
butions, according to Gizmodo. 
He has lobbied strongly against 
tobacco regulation in the past. 
He also threatened to “shake 
down” companies entangled in 
lawsuits with tobacco compa-
nies on the grounds the lawsuits 
were extortion, according to 
archives from the Master Set-
tlement Agreement, according 
to Gizmodo.
Sessions said his reasoning for 
keeping pot illegal is for health 
reasons, but tobacco products 
kill more than 480,000 people 
a year according to the CDC.
After a strong showing during 
last November’s election, mari-
juana legality is becoming more 
mainstream than ever before. 
However, it is far from becom-
ing a social staple like alcohol. 
U.S. Attorney Daniel Bogden 
sent a cease and desist letter to 
the 2017 High Times Cannabis 
Cup, reminding them cannabis 
is still federally illegal, Com-
plex reports.
The letter referred to the 
“so-called” Cole Memorandum 
and Obama-era weed policies 
as things of  the past. The Cole 
Memorandum allows federal 
agents to follow local laws deal-
ing with cannabis. This was a 
2011 memo by then-Deputy 
Attorney James Cole, Complex 
reported.
The Cole Memorandum is 
the legal base for I-502 laws 
here in Washington. But a 
crackdown on Cannabis Cup 
doesn’t worry Rob Hendrix, 
owner of  Cannabis Central in 
Ellensburg. 
I-502 is governed by strict 
regulations, and events like 
Cannabis Cup are, “at best, real 
loose,” Hendrix said. I-502 and 
states with regulated recreation-
al marijuana laws shouldn’t be 
associated with parts of  the in-
dustry that have “run amuck,” 
Hendrix explained.
What does worry Hendrix is 
the information Pence and Ses-
sions source for their anti-pot 
talking points. They may have 
America’s best interest in mind, 
but they are ignorant on the 
subject.
They don’t have real negative 
evidence marijuana is bad be-
cause it is a schedule I drug, and 
that severely limits research, 
Hendrix explained.
“They repeat old dogma like a 
broken record!” an eavesdrop-
ping customer proclaimed as he 
left the business.
Spicer’s comments are a re-
minder for the cannabis indus-
try that what they are selling is 
federally illegal, and the dogma 
won’t be changed easily. The in-
dustry needs to tread carefully 
and follow the law to the letter
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W h i t e  H o u s e  o n  we e d
Corrections: In the previous issue, the “Ask Dr. H” column featured the incorrect question. It should have featured “Dear Dr. H, 
What if  I pass out after sex? ”
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Editorial policy: The Observer is a public forum for student expression, in which student editors make policy and content decisions. The mission 
of  the Observer is two-fold: to serve Central Washington University as a newspaper and to provide training for students who are seeking a career in 
journalism. The Observer seeks to provide complete, accurate, dependable information to the campus and community; to provide a public forum for 
the free debate of  issues, ideas and problems facing the community at large; and to be the best source for campus, entertainment and sports news. As 
a training program, the Observer is the practical application of  the theories and principles of  journalism. It teaches students to analyze and commu-
nicate information that is vital to the decision making of  the community at large. It provides a forum for students to learn the ethics, values, and skills 




Snoqualmie Pass has been 
hit hard by snow in the past few 
days which has led to multiple 
collisions, including a fatal one.
Catherine Bertelson, 63, has 
been a professor in the educa-
tion department at CWU since 
1984. 
According to the Washington 
State Patrol, Bertelson swerved 
and struck the guardrail Tues-
day morning in her Dodge Ram 
pickup and rolled, with the 
pickup landing upside down 
against the guardrail. 
She was pronounced dead at 
the scene.
Brian Moore, Washington 
State Patrol District 6 Public 
Information Officer, said that 
Bertelson was driving with 
Christopher Kraus and Tessa 
Siemears, both 21 years old. 
Siemears is in critical condition 
at Kittitas Valley Hospital.
Snoqualmie Pass was closed 
Monday night because of  ac-
cidents, with eastbound closing 
at 6:20 p.m. at milepost 47 and 
westbound at 8:30 p.m. at mile-
post 70. 
The pass reopened and has 
been closed on and off since. 
Tuesday night, the pass was 
closed to clear collisions near 
the summit, according to the 
Washington State Department 
of  Transportation website.  
As of  Wednesday morning, 
the pass is open but chains are 
required for all vehicles except 
ones with all wheel drive.
CWU President James 
Gaudino released a statement 
to the CWU community at 
4:20 p.m. Tuesday afternoon 
about the loss of  Bertelson.
“I join all members of  the 
CWU community in mourn-
ing the tragic loss of  Professor 
Catherine Bertelson, who was 
killed in an automobile acci-
dent today,” Gaudino said. 
“Our thoughts and prayers go 
out to all in her family.  Cath-
erine was an important member 
of  our faculty and our univer-
sity community.  She will be re-
membered by all of  the many 
whose lives she touched.”
In addition to Bertelson’s 
crash, many other crashes oc-
curred including an ambulance 
that veered and turned over 
avoiding a semi that rolled onto 
a pickup truck. No one was se-
riously injured.
Temperatures are below 
freezing on the pass, with seven 
inches of  snow falling Sunday, 
four inches on Monday and 
10 inches Tuesday, with more 
snow expected Wednesday. 
Moore advises anyone driving 
across the pass when it is open 
to slow down and be cautious.
C W U  p r o f e s s o r  d i e s 
i n  c o l l i s i o n  a f t e r 
s n o w f a l l  o n  I - 9 0
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Washington State Patrol District 6 Public Information Officer, Brian Moore, photographs the incident on snowqualmie pass.
Courtesy of  Trooper Brian Moore (@wspd6pio)
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“Firefi ghter’s Creed” an orig-
inal musical tribute to fallen 
fi refi ghters will published by 
the Santa Barbara Music Pub-
lishing (SBMP) this year. 
Barbara Harlow, president 
of  SBMP, sent out an email to 
about 360 composers looking 
for a men’s choir piece. 
Harlow chose Singh’s “Fire-
fi ghter’s Creed” because it had 
a “dramatic theme with a mes-
sage,” Harlow said. 
Scott Peterson, the direc-
tor of  the CWU Men’s Choir, 
asked Singh if  he could pro-
duce a men’s choir piece for the 
Northwest  American Choral 
Directors Association (ACDA) 
conference in Seattle. 
Vijay Singh, the CWU choir 
director, has been teaching cho-
ral, jazz, instrumental and vocal 
classes at CWU for 17 years 
and has been composing music 
for 30 years. 
He said he draws a lot of  his 
inspiration from nature. When 
the forest fi res came sweeping 
over the mountains in the sum-
mer of  2015, Singh found inspi-
ration. 
Singh saw how relevant fi res 
and fi refi ghters were to the El-
lensburg community. 
Three fi refi ghters were killed 
that year and Singh said he 
wanted to “compose some-
thing to honor what they do.” 
Firefi ghters face things people 
do not understand, Singh ex-
plained. 
CWU is also one of  the few 
universities with a fi refi ghter 
training program.
He began writing the lyrics 
before putting together the mu-
sic, an unusual order according 
to Singh. He worked on it for 
about a month and spent half  
the time focusing in on those 
lyrics. 
“I wanted the story telling to 
be prominent,” Singh said.
When the CWU men’s 
choir performed “Firefi ghter’s 
Creed” in Seattle for the ACDA 
conference, the response was a 
standing ovation where audi-
ence members eyes fi lled with 
tears. King 5 Seattle News 
caught wind of  the new song 
and attended the performance 
to  capture the moment. 
Not only did the song touch 
the hearts of  the audience, but 
the performers as well.. Benito 
Tijerina has been in the bass 
section of  the CWU men’s 
choir for two years. 
Tijerina said he felt the emo-
tional impact of  the song every 
time it was performed. 
Singh’s music has been 
impacting Tijerina since high 
school when his choir, the 
Union High School Select 
Men’s Ensemble in Camas, 
WA won fi rst place at the 
Washington Music Educators 
Association (WMEA) State 
Solo and Ensemble for their 
performance of  “Lament of  a 
Fisherman’s Wife”.
While performing “Firefi ght-
er’s Creed”, Tijerina said, “it 
took me back to that place” 
when he had won the choir 
competition with Singh’s song. 
The creed is fi lled with, “a lot 
of  passion,” Tijerina said. 
Anyone can listen to the song 
on YouTube as  a video created 
by the CWU  men’s choir. 
The video features audio 
of  their performance over the 
backdrop of  photographs of  
heroic fi refi ghters at work. 
Chimes are included within 
the song to represent those fi re-
fi ghters who lost their lives in 
the fl ames. 
The CWU men’s choir preforms the Firefi ghter’s Creed in the McIntyre Music building for a collaberation between public aff airs and the music department in 2016. 
Screenshot from  “Firefi ghter’s Creed” courtesy of CWU
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CWU has partnered with 
the Ready To Rise program 
through a collaboration devel-
oped because of  a grant through 
College Spark Washington. 
The program operates 
through diff erent organizations 
such as the nonprofi t group 
called Degrees of  Change, 
various universities and three 
leadership groups located in 
Yakima Valley, Clark County 
and Tacoma.
 The mission is to help 1,000 
students who are from families 
of  color or lower income in the 
following fi ve years.
Associate Dean Of  Student 
Development, Keith Cham-
pagne, stated in the press release 
that he believed CWU is diff er-
ent from other schools because 
of  how accepting the the uni-
versity is to those of  color and 
how it teaches them and others 
with the same ideology. 
He added in the press release 
that they want to prepare stu-
dents for a society that is world-
wide and  mixed because they 
want students to have a signif-
icant infl uence on the outside 
world after school. 
CWU believes this can ben-
efi t students from underrepre-
sented backgrounds to continue 
their education after gradua-
tion.
CWU will have various 
methods of  helping these stu-
dents pursue their academic 
success.  120 students will take 
part of  this plan when it starts. 
“I always like to tell students 
of  color, ‘The whole campus 
is your campus.’ Once they un-
derstand the overall university is 
there for them- fi rst and fore-
most- then we can explain what 
specifi c academic or extracur-
ricular programs they might 
want to attach to,” Champagne 
said in a press release.
Ready To Rise will have 
$500 for those involved before 
they sign up for classes. They 
will also teach participants 
leadership skills, how to man-
age time, understand fi nances 
and more.  Those involved will 
have a mentor for the fi rst year 
and will eventually become one 
later in their college career. 
The students will also have dif-
ferent ways to get involved that 
include internships and ways 
of  connecting with others in 
their area. 
The press release also in-
cluded studies that have shown 
that students of  color and from 
lower income families  struggle 
in fi nishing college regardless 
of   their reason for pursuing a 
higher education. 
Champagne said in the press 
release that they are curious 
about what areas they can at-





Bender Consulting Services 
will be hosting a virtual career 
fair for people with disabilities 
on March 15.
The virtual fair is where job 
seekers with disabilities meet 
employers from across the 
nation. The event is open to 
students and alumni from col-
leges and universities across the 
United States. 
Participants sign up online 
and place their resumes in vir-
tual booths that companies have 
provided. They’ll then be able 
to see what positions and com-
panies are hiring  and possibly 
speak face to face with a repre-
sentative via webcam. 
Bender Consulting has part-
nered with CareerEco to run 
the fair, which has been hap-
pening twice a year for the past 
fi ve years. 
Last year, 50  employees and 
1,500  participants turned out 
for the fair. 
Students can go online and 
submit their resumes. From 
5 a.m. to 2 p.m. is when you 
can go to the fair’s website and 
speak directly with an employer. 
Company recruiters go on-
line and can participate in the 
Bender Virtual Career Fair 
from anywhere in the world. 
Your company will receive a 
personal chat room where you 
will be able to connect virtually 
with candidates, including the 
option to conduct video inter-
views. 
In addition, you have the 
ability to post an unlimited 
number of  jobs, search and 
review participant resumes and 
invite preselected candidates to 
your chat room
Microsoft is one of  the 35 
companies that have entered 
their brand into the virtual 
career fair. Many participating 
companies reappear for consec-
utive years.
Courtesy of the courtesy Northwest Leadership Foundation (northwestleadership.org) 
CWU partners 
to help under-
r e p r e s e n t e d 
s t u d e n t s  g e t 
‘Ready to Rise’
Vir tual  Career Fa ir 
a s s i s t s  s t u d e n t s
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A new kind of trick
Although any location that a 
therapy dog is used in will have 
its own certification require-
ments, Sullivan has his through 
Pet Partners in Bellevue, so he 
can work anywhere. 
“He passed his testing in Van-
couver [Washington] through 
an affiliated community group, 
Columbia River Pet Partners, 
and is certified to work in the 
most complex of  environments,” 
Kowalski said.  
Sullivan has not only worked 
in Paws and Relax, but also in 
multiple environments from 
hospitals and schools to memory 
care in nursing homes. 
Sullivan and Kowalski have 
b e e n 
working 
togeth-
er as a 
t e a m 
f o r 
s o m e 
t i m e . 
Kowal-
ski developed bad balance prob-
lems a few years ago, as well as 
severe vertigo. 
“I am at risk for falling if  I need 
to bend over to pick up some-
thing,” Kowalski said. “So, he will 
pick up stuff which I drop.”
Another dog much like Sulli-
van is Gunther, a Lab-German 
Shepherd mix.  Gunther is a 
therapy dog that was adopted 
by Stacy Taylor about three 
years ago. 
Right from the start, Taylor 
thought Gunther had the right tem-
perament for being a service dog. 
“He loves people, adores attention, 
and is very mellow,” Taylor said. 
Taylor thought about getting 
him certified pretty early on. 
Then when she moved to El-
lensburg and started working at 
CWU, she wanted to start the 
program here at the Brooks Li-
brary, so she took training cours-
es in Pullman to help out. 
“Maureen contacted a trainer 
from Pullman who was willing 
to travel to Ellensburg to provide 
the training, but wanted a cer-
tain number of  people to partic-
ipate,” Taylor said.  
To become a team, Gunther’s 
training was done through Pet 
Partners in Pullman, as was 
Taylor’s humans-only training. 
“During the training, we 
learned about recognizing our 
dog’s stress signals, advocating 
for our dogs, how to approach 
new people and new situations, 
and making sure our dogs were 
safe and happy,” Taylor said. 
Now that Gunther and Taylor 
are a certified 
team, they can 
visit hospitals, 
nursing homes 
and events like 
Paws and Re-
lax, which is 
Gunther’s fa-
vorite thing. 
Gunther goes to all of  the Paws 
and Relax events and is becom-
ing a bit of  a ‘library celebrity.’ 
“He gets so excited to come 
here and visit with the students,” 
Taylor said. “He’s perfectly con-
tent to lie quietly while groups 
gather around to rub his belly.”
“Paws” from page 1
Local service dogs visit the 
Brooks Library to help students 
relax before finals start
Sullivan enjoys a belly rub from a stu-
dent during his time at the library.
Photo courtesy of  Maureen Rust
Therapy dogs like Gunther need to have a certain temperament so they remain calm when students want to give them hugs.
Photo courtesy of  Maureen Rust
When: March 








“He gets so excited to come here and visit with the students. He’s perfectly content to lie quietly while groups gather around to 
rub his belly.
-Stacy Taylor, Dog owner
El Kabouss has been a cook at The Palace Café for 17 years, and sends 
a couple hundred dollars or whatever he can afford at the time each month 
to Arizon,  a small village in the Moroccan mountains. It doesn’t sound like 
much, but $200 in the States is worth about $2,000 in Morocco.
“Anybody who needs help, gets help,” El Kabouss says.
SLINGING HASH FOR CASH
It’s a busy Sunday morning at The Palace. El Kabouss goes into the 
walk-in cooler to grab a box of  hash browns. On the way back to the grill 
he throws a light-hearted barb at his co-worker.
“Make sure you make corn beef  hash before you come up here. Okay 
bitch?” El Kabouss says with a smile.
“You got it boss,” Juan replies through a laugh.
El Kabouss returns to the grill and fills the entire back half  with hash 
browns. Cooking oil crackles and snaps as he evens out the frozen pile of  
potatoes with his spatula.
“And tell that white man to fill up my oil,” El Kabouss yells.
That’s my cue.   
I’ve been working with El Kabouss for nine months now. It’s obvious a 
rough childhood didn’t dampen his sense of  humor.
 El Kabouss has a unique way of  saying things at work that would get most 
people fired. In his thick Moroccan accent, he calls co-workers “douchebags,” 
me “white guy” and pretty much anyone can be a “bitch.”
It’s not only hilarious, but weirdly warming. If  El Ka-
bouss is giving you a hard time, you know you’re in his good 
graces.
Steven Hansen is a co-owner of  The Palace. For all the 
years El Kabouss has worked for him, he hasn’t had a single 
complaint about El Kabouss in his time here.
“He’s non-threating,” Hansen said. He only messes with peo-
ple he knows can handle it, and will dish it back.
Greg Tenney is a server at The Palace and has worked with 
El Kabouss for five years. He loves working with him, but it 
took a few months to warm up to him because of  his intimi-
dating accent, and he’s “always talking shit,” Tenney said.
Once Tenney realized El Kabouss was just clowning 
around, he returned fire, and they’ve been buddies ever since.
Tenney and El Kabouss also bonded over their love of  
Tom Petty and Michael Jackson. “Play anything by Tom 
Petty and he’ll get so happy, especially American Girl,” 
Tenney said with a laugh.
GOATS AND SCORPIONS
El Kabouss, 46, grew up in Arizon with his mom, dad, 
eight brothers and sisters and 200 other residents. Once a 
week his family would slaughter a goat so they could sell it 
at the market and buy essentials for the week: coffee, sugar, tea, etc.
People live in simple mud huts and are very poor, but they don’t need 
much to be happy, El Kabouss explains. As long as they have food and 
shelter, they’re content.
That doesn’t mean life in Arizon doesn’t have its problems.
“No hospitals, not very clean, no good,” El Kabouss says. “It’s very hard.”
It’s a poor community and the nearest hospital was seven hours away in 
Casablanca, making village life perilous. Danger lies beneath the sand in 
the form of  snakes and scorpions.
 There are no doctors in Arizon, so snake and scorpion bites are a worst-
case scenario.
“Lots of  people die from snakes and scorpions,” El Kabouss says.
El Kabouss was stung by scorpions three times during his time in Moroc-
co. But he was lucky enough to reach medical help in time, a fortune many 
people in rural Morocco don’t find.
“I almost died from that shit man,” El Kabouss says. El Kabouss moved 
from Arizon to Casablanca when he was just 11 years old to start working 
to send money back home.  He worked as a waiter in a hotel cafeteria in 
Casablanca for 10 years and moonlighted as a chauffeur. He lived with the 
families he worked with while he lived in Casablanca.
But he was only making $300 or $400 a month and that’s when he 
decided to come to America. He needed to make more money to support 
himself  and his village.
“I don’t have any fun if  I don’t make any cash,” El Kabouss says.
JOURNEY TO AMERICA
Before coming to America, El Kabouss visited spots all over the world: 
London, Sweden, France and Denmark to name a few.
“I like to travel dude,” El Kabouss says. “You just put credit card in 
pocket and fucking fly.”
After a quick stop in New York City, Ahmed flew to Washington and 
made his way to Ellensburg. He originally found out about Ellensburg 
when he befriended residents who coincidentally stayed at the hotel he 
was working at in Morocco. 
When El Kabouss got to Ellensburg, he didn’t speak “a lick of  English,” 
Hansen said. Hansen met El Kabouss through a family friend, and origi-
nally hired him to do yard work. As he picked up English, he got a positon 
as a dishwasher in 2000, and eventually started cooking around 2002.
“He learned English quick,” Hansen recalls. “He picked it up in months.”
El Kabouss has lived in Ellensburg his entire time in America, and The 
Palace is the only place he has worked. Since being in Ellensburg, he met 
his current wife Nazha, and lives with her and their two young children. 
Nazha was already an American citizen when they married, which al-
lowed him to become an American citizen within two years.
CAPPING THE DAY OFF
At the end of  the Sunday morning shift, El Kabouss retires to the bar in 
the back of  The Palace with a handful of  co-workers. They all crowd the 
same side of  the bar and chat with the bartender as she fills the container 
with limes.
El Kabouss is the last of  the group to show up. When it’s busy, he helps 
the dishwashers catch up. It isn’t required by any means, but when he sees 
work to be done, he’ll spend a few extra minutes to help. It’s easy to see how 
he picked up English so quick with that kind of  work ethic.
“More rocket fuel beautiful,” El Kabouss asks the bartender. She giggles 
and pours him another round. El Kabouss sips on the amber liquid. 
He adds more ice from a larger glass and sloshes it around, the whiskey’s 
woody aroma wafting from the drink. He watches YouTube videos on his 
phone.
“It was a fuckin’ hard day,” El Kabouss laments as he sips his drink.
Sunday morning shifts at The Palace are intense. It isn’t uncommon for 
groups of  20 or more to come eat breakfast.
After-shift drinks with his co-workers are a welcome ritual after long 
days. El Kabouss giggles and shows me his phone.
“You see this?” he asks, smiling from ear to ear.
He shows me 30 seconds of  what can only be described as a “por-
nographic ATM machine.”
Laughing hysterically, I ask our co-workers if  they’ve seen the video.            
“Oh yeah he sent me that,” Juan says, shaking his head.
“Me too,” Holly adds, rolling her eyes.
El Kabouss sends videos like this to all his friends – men, women, it 
doesn’t matter. Doesn’t matter if  it’s questionable, doesn’t matter if  it’s 
appropriate. If  he thinks it’s funny, and you’re in his contact list, you might 
just watch it too.                           
Lately, the world seems more divided than ever. Humor can be a great 
equalizer. No matter where you’re born, or what your gender, dick jokes 
often get a laugh.
 Sense of  humor, hard work and altruism aren’t mutually exclusive, and 





(Left) Ahmed El Kabouss grabs an order from a server prior to the lunch rush. (Above) Kabouss’ smile peeks through as he takes a quick break during his busy bustle back in The Palace kitchen.
Photos by McKenzie Lakey/Layout by Taylor Morrell
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I scoured scholarly litera-
ture and cannot seem to find 
any empirical data on such 
a topic. 
Post-massage sex is prob-
ably most likely in the sce-
nario where said massage is 
performed by your romantic 
interest or partner, but it’s 
never a good idea to assume 
this will happen. 
While couples often use it 
as a way to show affection, 
increase intimacy and just do 
a nice thing for the other per-
son, not all touching, needs to 
be considered foreplay. 
This is especially the 
case when we consider the 
non-coupled scenario and 
when said massage is being 
performed by a professional.
My guess is that you’re 
asking about what propor-
tion of  professional massages 
lead to having sex. 
The “happy ending” has 
been popularized by media, 
which often portrays guys 
“expectantly” being treated to 
sex, in one form or another, 
in some dimly lit massage 
parlor by a more-than-eager-
to-please massage therapist. 
This image is problemat-
ic for a number of  reasons. 
Often the massage therapist 
in these representations is 
a woman of  color, which is 
well, racist.  
The assumption that mas-
sage therapists are willing to 
go the extra mile for a few 
extra bucks is demeaning 
and undermines their train-
ing and education as mas-
sage therapists.  
It erroneously blurs the 
line between sex work and 
massage therapy. There’s 
a great Korean foot spa in 
Seattle that I love to go to 
and it saddens me to no end 
to see the sign on their wall 
that reminds patrons not to 
ask for sex. 
It shows that, through the 
media representation of  the 
“happy ending,” people some-
how assume that sex is up for 
sale at this establishment.
Are there people who will 
have sex with clients after a 
massage? Of  course! They 
are called sex workers. And 
their clients are paying for 
the sex, not the massage. 
Because sex work is illegal 
in the United States, those 
who sell sex sometimes 
come up with creative ways 
to circumvent the law. Keep-
ing sex work in the United 
States illegal doesn’t de-
crease the demand for it and 
as long as there is demand, 
there will be supply. 
Anyone who has taken a 
class with me knows where I 
stand on sex work: I firmly 
believe in its decriminaliza-
tion and regulation as a pub-
lic health strategy. 
Sex workers are a vulner-
able population that provide 
a service that is well in de-
mand, but the criminaliza-
tion of  it, and thus, the lack 
of  regulation, keeps those 
who sell sex vulnerable to 
violence and disease. 
We often think of  sex work 
only occurring in sketchy, 
run-down cities, where wom-
en sell sex to rich guys in nice 
cars. Sex workers who sell 
on the street are vastly vul-
nerable to maltreatment and 
violence. They represent the 
most vulnerable of  those 
who sell sex and are often 
the most heavily policed be-
cause they are so visible. 
Those who have access to 
a clean, quiet room and pos-
sess some technology skills 
are afforded the ability to be 
more discrete, and thus sex 
work can take on the cover 
of  massage. 
Generally speaking, if  you 
find your massage therapist 
through your primary care 
provider, insurance compa-
ny or Yelp reviews, chances 
are you have a professional 
massage therapist. If  they 
have letters after their name 
and a credential hanging on 
their wall, you have a profes-
sional massage therapist. 
Massage may seem sensu-
al to those getting it, but if  
you have ever actually spo-
ken to a massage therapist, 
that is not how they view 
their job. 
While the proportion of  
post-sex massage is slim in 
the professional massage 
therapy arena, it is higher in 
the commercial sex arena, 
but again, you’re paying for 
the sex, not the massage. It’s 
important to keep that dif-
ferentiation in mind. 
Dr. Jill Hoxmeier is a public health professor at 
CWU. Send anonymous public health and sex-relat-
ed questions to askdrh@cwuobserver.com and have 
them answered here.
Dear Dr. H, 
What percentage of  massages 




The sound of  different lan-
guages filled SURC 137 as stu-
dents, faculty and community 
members alike joined the Saudi 
Student Association for Interna-
tional Café, an afternoon event 
of  drinks, treats and activities to 
connect people of  all languages. 
International Café is unique 
in that every meeting is themed 
by a different club or campus 
organization. During one event, 
Saudi students brought their 
own culture to CWU on Jan. 19. 
They provided guests with 
traditional sweets and Arabic 
coffee--a light green roast with 
added spices. The event also 
served as a safe place for Sau-
di students to answer questions 
about Arabic culture and Islam. 
“We found [international] 
students have trouble making 
friends with Americans,” Sherri 
Fujita, University English as a 
Second Language (UESL) di-
rector, said. “American students 
want to get to know [them], so 
the café is a space where we can 
talk to each other.” 
CWU international students 
travel from all over the world 
through university exchange 
programs like the Asia Univer-
sity America Program (AUAP) 
and the Study Abroad & Ex-
change Programs (SAEP) hosted 
through CWU’s Office of  Inter-
national Studies. 
Many arrive with non-immi-
grant visas to temporarily study 
in the United States. While 
CWU’s English as a Second 
Language program (ESL) trains 
international students in the 
English language, getting con-
nected in the community can 
be a challenge. 
“An [international] student is 
more likely to stay at CWU if  
they have a better experience,” 
Fujita said. 
International Café aims to 
give students a positive social ex-
perience. Greeters at the event 
mix people of  different cultures 
by assigning seats based on the 
person’s primary language. 
A color-card system is used for 
diversifying the languages spo-
ken at each table, where guests 
then engage in social activities. 
“Everyone feels a bit self-con-
scious and shy [at first],” Fujita 
said. “They barely want to look 
at each other.”
The team-based activities led 
by the hosting group quickly 
turn a lot of  the social anxiety 
into engaging conversations, ac-
cording to Fujita. 
“By the end, they’re laughing 
and talking,” Fujita said. “You 
see people exchanging their 
contact information. People are 
still talking during cleanup.”
The Center for Leadership 
and Community Engagement 
(CLCE) works with Internation-
al Café as a sponsor. 
Students can register for their 
attendance at each Internation-
al Café online in order to receive 
service learning credit hours. 
Upon graduating from 
CWU, students can receive 
their Leadership Transcript, 
which reflects the amount of  
hours spent at programs spon-
sored by the CLCE like the In-
ternational Café. 
“It looks really good on a re-
sume,” said Natalie Baldwin, 
program leader at CLCE. 
With International Café run-
ning for nearly its first full year, 
Fujita is excited to partner with 
more clubs and campus orga-
nizations in the future that can 
bring “different points of  view.” 
The next International 
Café will be hosted by stu-
dents of  Carla Jellum, assis-
tant professor of  recreation, 
tourism and events. 
Jellum’s students are design-
ing the upcoming International 
Café as a group project. The 
theme is expected to be “Crui-
sin’ in the Pacific Northwest.” 
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Students are split up into groups depending on what their primary languages are, that way everyone is included in the activities.
Photos courtesy of CLCE
Travel the world here in the ‘Burg
“Cruisin’ in the 
Pacific Northwest”
When: March 9, 12:30 - 1 p.m.
Where: SURC 137
How: Free to the public
Students may start out shy at the begining of  the International Cafés but by the time the event wraps up they are all close friends.
Photo courtesy of CLCE
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Planes on Paper
When: March 10 at noon
Where: SURC Pit




Facebook Planes on Paper




With fi nals week quickly approaching, 
students seem to be caught up in the stress 
of  exams, research papers and projects, as 
many students know, this is the time to stay 
awake with cups of  caff eine to assist them 
in their all-nighters. The SURC is always 
packed with students in long lines waiting 
to print papers, buy snacks and drinks or 
study at tables covered in scattered papers 
and books. 
Campus Activities puts on events at the 
end of  every quarter to help students re-
lax, like Paws and Relax and Waffl  e Night. 
Trey Mayfi eld, a creative and professional 
writing major, is a member of  Campus Ac-
tivities and is responsible for booking the 
band Planes on Paper. 
“It’s been a long time since we’ve had a 
SURC pit show [at noon], we fi gured we’d 
give it another shot,” Mayfi eld said. “The 
Planes on Paper concert was fi rst partnered 
with Relaxation Day to create a relaxing 
atmosphere for students.”
Planes on Paper is an acoustic band 
featuring Navid Eliot, lead singer and 
guitarist, and keyboardist Jennifer Borst. 
They mostly perform as a duo, but for 
outdoor concerts Eliot and Borst bring in 
other musicians to play the drums, bass 
and electric guitar. 
Mayfi eld mentioned that the Campus 
Activities staff  received many emails from 
bands asking to perform, but Planes on Pa-
per stood out. “We listened through them 
and I liked [the band’s] vibe and their 
acoustic setting.” 
Eliot is also a CWU alumni. He majored 
in music education and graduated in 2005. 
He and his band are currently on tour. 
“We’re on our way to Spokane, so 
Central is ideal,” Eliot said. Planes on 
Papers’ next stop will be at the Bartlett in 
Spokane on March 10 and then they will 
be heading to Walla Walla on March 11.
Eliot met Borst in Yakima four years ago. 
She was a photographer for the Yakima 
Herald. At the time the paper was writ-
ing a profi le on Eliot, who had just moved 
into town from Seattle. Shortly after, Eliot 
attended Borst’s birthday party and real-
ized she could sing. Eliot and Borst liked 
the way they sounded together when they 
played at the party and have performed to-
gether in Planes on Paper for about the last 
two and a half  years. 
Planes on Paper fi nished recording a 
full-length record “Live in Berkeley w/
The Golden Gate String Quartet,” in 
December 2016 and are now planning a 
summer tour and festival schedule. The 
band creates an atmosphere through mel-
low harmonious vocals and layered acous-
tics. According to Eliot, they received 
positive attention from fans and audience 
members in Nashville and New York. 
The band has also been given positive 
reviews from various newspapers. The 
Seattle Times said, “it’s easy to see why 
Planes on Paper is starting to attract se-
rious attention on the neo-folkie scene.”
Students who pass by or hang around to 
do school work will be able to listen to the 
band perform their relaxing acoustics mu-
sic. “I thought it’d be nice to bring the band 
for the students to enjoy,” Mayfi eld said.   
Navid Eliot, CWU alum, and Jennifer Borst blend their voices with their instruments to create harmonies.
Photo courtesy of Planes on Paper
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- See “Paws” on page 1 for an-
other Finals Week activity
Sponsored: by Washington Student Association, ASCWU Legislative 
Affairs, Westside Student Life, and Office of Student Involvement
AA/EEO/Title IX Institution. For accommodation: DS@cwu.edu
Students of Color Summit
Agents of Change
Located in the Student Union Building
@ Central Washington University Ellensburg Campus
APRIL 1 & 2, 2017
Free for CWU Students 
registration deadline
extended to march 20
Phenomenal keynote speaker 
exclusively for attendees!  
Two days of discussion and 
dynamic workshops with 
students from around 
Washington State!
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CWU teammates create l i fe long bond 
By Rachel Greve  
Rachel.Greve@cwu.edu | @Rachel_Greve
Most student-athletes get a 
chance to play with teammates 
for four years at the most. For 
the four CWU softball seniors 
they have had the opportunity 
to play together for eight years. 
“We were on a really success-
ful team and had really good 
coaches that knew how to have 
fun,” infielder Kailyn Campbell 
said about their former select 
softball team, the Washington 
Hustle.
Once they found out that 
outfielder Sammy Morris had 
attended a camp here at CWU, 
followed by her committing to 
play softball at CWU, the rest 
followed; starting with infielder 
Taylor Ferleman, Campbell and 
pitcher Kiana Wood last to fol-
low the other three.
“It’s a pretty cool feeling to 
know that the four seniors get 
to play together one last year to-
gether,” Ferleman said. 
Ferleman understands that 
this year will be an even better 
year knowing that she will be 
playing with her best friends. 
The seniors: Campbell, 








and I live to-
gether right 
now and I 
don’t think 
we would be as close as we are if  
we didn’t live together,” Camp-
bell said. 
 It isn’t every day that you 
find teammates that are so close, 
committed and dedicated to one 
another as these four are. 
“We know we all have each 
other’s backs on and off the 
field, and that’s a really great 
feeling to have.” Ferleman said. 
In their four years at CWU, 
the seniors went through one of  
their largest changes: the leav-




er and the 




t h r o u g h 
their college 
careers. 
The switch in coaching staff 
had no effect on these seniors; it 
made their bond stronger know-
ing that they had to face this 
challenge head-on, and that’s 
exactly what they did.
 In Larabee’s first year at 
CWU the four seniors, who were 
juniors at the time, all started. 
Together they helped break an 
uncountable amount of  school 
records, including Campbell’s 
highest career RBI record she 
broke halfway through last 
year along with Wood earn-
ing GNAC Pitcher of  the Year 
Honors. 
“We’ve gotten really close 
over the years, and we’ve gotten 
to know the other one’s families 
really well and I think that has 
helped up get so close,” senior 
outfielder Sammy Morris said. 
All four started out as infield-
ers their freshman year. All but 
one has stayed in the infield, giv-
ing the infield an advantage on 
most teams they face 
“It’s really nice having that 
trust with your teammates,” Fer-
leman said. “I just know where 
[Kiana] will be or where Kailyn 
will be and I can just flip the ball 
to them.”
Morris is the senior that the 
outfielders look up to. The 
remaining seniors lead from 
the infield with Wood on the 








my in the 
o u t f i e l d 
and they 
do a really 
good job at 
talking and being vocal when 
they are on the field,” junior in-
fielder Jacie McDaniels said. 
With their last season upon 
them, each girl said the same 
thing, “it’s going to be emotion-
al but I can’t wait for this season 
with them.” 
With the Wildcats breaking 
many records last season the 
four seniors look to go out on a 
high notes by having a successful 
season, while breaking many re-










this fun was 
probably my 
favorite part,” Campbell said. 
After eight years of  playing 
together, these girls are gearing 
up for their eighth and final sea-
son as a group before graduat-
ing and going their own ways.
“I feel [the pressure], but I try 
to stay relaxed,” Reuble said. 
“Coach Larabee is an amazing 
coach, everything that we’re 
learning is helpful.”
Despite the changes and 
an all-around tougher GNAC 
this season, coach Larabee 
feels the 









a n y b o d y 
can beat anybody on any giv-
en day,” Larabee said.
While there is still a big pic-
ture in mind, the Wildcats’ main 
focus has been on themselves 
and preparing to face their first 
GNAC opponent of  the season.
“We never talk much about 
our opponent,” Larabee said. 
“We’ve got enough talent on 
our team that if  we come out 
and play at a high level and play 
to our ability level, we’re going 
to be in good shape.”
Returning to the Wildcats this 
year is last year’s GNAC pitcher 
of  the year, Kiana Wood. The 
senior from Aloha, Oregon 
started in 31 games last season, 
amassing 21 wins and 75 strike-
outs.  
Sophomore Kayla Smith has 
faced NNU multiple times in 
her career, both at the college 
level and on select teams in 
high school. 
She knows 
not to take 
the game 
against the 
G N A C 
c o a c h e s ’ 
seventh pick 
lightly. 
“ A l l -
a r o u n d 
they’re a re-
ally good team,” Smith said. “I 
know they have new pitchers we 
haven’t faced yet.”
The Wildcats will play NNU 
four times March 10-11 in Se-
lah with games Friday at Noon 
and 2:00 p.m., and Saturday at 
Noon and 2:00 p.m. 
The Wildcats’ next home 
games will be March 25 ver-
sus Western Oregon and 
March 26 versus Concordia, 
weather permitting.
From left to right: senior outfielder Sammy Morris, senior infielder Kailyn Campbell, senior infielder Taylor Ferleman, senior pitcher Kiana Wood.
Courtesy of CWU Athletics
Head coach Mike Larabee gives a pep talk to his players before practice. The team has a mix of  returners and new players.
Jack Lambert/The Observer
”
“We know we all have each other’s backs on and off the field, and that’s a re-
ally great feeling to have.
-Taylor Ferleman, Infielder
”
“We’ve got enough talent on our team that if we come out and play at a high level and 
play to our ability level, we’re 
going to be in good shape
-Mike Larabee, Head Coach
“Gameday” from page 1
”
“I just know where [Kiana] will be or where Kailyn will be and I can just flip 
the ball to them. 
-Taylor Ferleman,Infielder
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Four CWU athletes  head to nationals
By Simo Rul
ruls@cwu.edu | @SimoRul
The CWU track and field 
team is sending four athletes to 
the NCAA Indoor Champion-
ship in Birmingham, Alabama.
The four athletes are se-
nior Luke Plummer, senior 
Kodiak Landis, senior McK-
enna Emmert and sopho-
more Mariyah Vongsaveng. 
Plummer, who went to na-
tionals last year, but missed out 
last year, will be competing in 
the triple jump. He finished sec-
ond at the Seattle Pacific final 
qualifier with a score of  14.68 
meters. Plummer also finished 
first at the GNAC Indoor Track 
and Field Championships with a 
score of  15.06 meters.
This  wi l l  be Plummer’s 
las t  indoor meet . 
“Just give it everything I 
got,” Plummer said. “[I’d] 
like to get all-American again, 
maybe be in the running for a 
title. I know the guy in first, his 
jumps are out there, so I know 
it’s a little farfetched, but just 
give it the best I got.” 
He has some top finishes, an 
important thing for him is to 
approach this meet like all of  
the other ones.
“Obviously compete the best 
I can, but have fun. I want to 
make the most out of  it, just en-
joy the time,” Plummer said. 
Going to the championship 
is something Plummer knows 
he could do. 
“I know I’ve put the work in, 
been to nationals before, so it’s 
not too much of  a surprise. It’s 
just always been an expectation 
for me,” Plummer said. 
He is excited for nationals, but 
to be ready for the final indoor 
meet he has some injuries to 
take care of.
Kodiak Landis is participating 
in the men’s heptathlon. He fin-
ished first at the GNAC Indoor 
Track and Field Championships 
with 5,269 points and is expect-
ing big things from himself  in 
the upcoming meet. 
“It’s great, it’s been a long 
time coming, I set this goal last 
year after conference and said 
I wanted to be there and be an 
All-American, so hopefully I can 
maintain that,” Landis said. 
He has some goals going into 
the national meet.
“I’m sitting number five 
right now, so just kind of  got 
to maintain my ground, hope-
fully move up a few spots,” 
Landis said. “Other than that 
just another PR, hopefully 
break 5300 points.”
Carrying positive mo-
mentum from meet to meet 
is important. 
“It’s huge, every hep[tathlon] 
I’ve done this year, has placed 
me higher and higher in the 
rankings, and I just need to be 
reassured that I can still long 
jump, I can still get better in ev-
ery event,” Landis said. 
Knowing that he can compete 
with the nation’s best helps him 
gain confidence for things that 
have yet to happen.
“It’s a great mental boost and 
I think it’ll carry on into the 
future knowing I’ve done this, 
and I’ve accomplished so much 
up to this point,” Landis said. 
“Now I get to really play with 
the big boys.” 
He is looking forward to 
nationals.
“I think the whole experience 
of  being at the national meet 
will really put my mind where it 
needs to be,” Landis said. “Get-
ting onto that field, warming up 
the day before, and all that kind 
of  stuff.”
McKenna Emmert is a pole 
vaulter. She finished second at 
the GNAC Indoor Track and 
Field Championships with a 
jump of  12 feet and 0.5 inches 
and fourth at the final qualifi-
er with a jump of  11 feet and 
10.5 inches. 
This season has been a good 
one for Emmert because she has 
been able to put it all together 
and keep her jumps at 12 feet or 
over, Emmert said. 
It’s important for Emmert 
to keep her mind on what 
she can do and not what oth-
ers are doing.
“As long as I go in technically 
sound, everything will be fine,” 
Emmert said. “Usually when 
I start to think about winning, 
think about the competitors, ev-
erything goes downhill for me. 
If  I go in thinking about myself. 
I think I’ll be fine.”
She keeps in mind what she 
has done at other meets,how 
she did it, and watches video 
in order to keep her routine the 
same,” Emmert said.
The key for her is to keep her 
head up and know that she has 
earned a spot to compete at the 
national meet. 
“Just stay positive, knowing 
that I’ve worked my butt off  
to be here, and knowing that 
I belong there, and there’s no-
body there that should be able 
to beat me, if  I do everything 
that I know how to do right,” 
Emmert said.
Mariyah Vongsaveng broke 
her own school record, and the 
GNAC record, in the 60 me-
ter hurdles at the final qualifier 
with a time of  8.66 seconds. 
She finished fourth at the 
GNAC Indoor Track and Field 
Championships with a time 
of  9.04 seconds. She is happy 
with the way she has prepared 
and has some goals set going 
into nationals.
“My goal is to get top eight, 
which means all-American, so 
really looking to get that top 
eight,” Vongsaveng said. 
Taking momentum from pre-
vious races helps her keep in a 
good rhythm going nationals, 
Vongsaveng said. 
Vongsaveng has not been to a 
national meet before.
“It’s a really, really big op-
portunity. It’s scary, this is my 
first time, so we’ll see what hap-
pens,” Vongsaveng said. 
She expressed how she feels 
going into nationals, but also 
competing with the nation’s best 
athletes. 
“Am I nervous? That’s an 
understatement, super, super, 
super nervous. This is the best 
of  the best, good competition 
is going to make me better,” 
Vongsaveng said. 
Basebal l  preps for second GNAC series
By Diamond Martin
diamondnecole@gmail.com
The CWU men’s baseball 
team has their second GNAC 
series of  the year against NNU. 
Last week they split with Saint 
Martins, they now know their 
weak points and plan to better 
then before against NNU this 
upcoming weekend.
Redshirt junior pitcher Dalto 
Christopher feels good about 
their second GNAC of  the year 
and about the team chance to 
win it all this year.  
“We have a young team but 
our chemistry is phenomenal,” 
Christopher said.
Christopher grew up playing 
and watching baseball since the 
age of  six. He grew to love the 
sport and had his dad and older 
brother influencing his passion 
for it.
“This season I want to be 
one of  the best infielders and 
pitchers in our conference and 
to help our team win by any 
means,” Christopher said.
His main goal is to get a ring 
and get drafted for pitching.
Christopher mentions how 
he feels positive about taking 
on NNU. 
“We are developing fast and 
we are going to bring it to them. 
I think will get the series, if  not 
sweep,” he said. 
Much like Christopher, his 
teammate, senior infielder 
Dylan Freyre has the same pur-
poses and drive for the season.
“I think we are going to do 
good against NNU,” Frey-
re said. “We got the kinks out 
from this past weekend and I 
know we are going to want to 
keep moving forward on a good 
note and get better.”
He mentions how they need 
to straighten together more hits 
and not be as streaky.
“We have a lot of  talent on 
the team this year and I know 
we can go as far as we allow our-
selves,” Freyre said.
His goal is to be a great cap-
tain and lead everybody in any 
aspect of  the game.
“I want to do what I can to get 
the win,” Freyre said.
As a team, he has high hopes 
that they can win a champi-
onship this year because they 
have the talent and more room 
to improve.
“There is nothing physically 
we need to improve on,” Freyre 
said. “We have been playing at 
our best ability but need to come 
together more when we play as 
a team and not expect one guy 
to do most of  the work.”
Freyre also started to play 
baseball at a young age. His 
mother played softball grow-
ing up which influenced him 
to play baseball.
Redshirt junior pitcher Mack-
enzie Gaul mentions how he as 
well as his other fellow team-
mates feels good about this slow 
start of  a season so far.
“We need to build better, 
pitch better and hit better as a 
team,” Gaul said.
Gaul’s goal is to make playoffs 
and be GNAC champions.
“We got some young guys 
stepping it up and filling 
some big roles,” Gaul said. “I 
am looking forward to keep 
this season going strong be-
cause we have great potential 
of  succeeding.”
From left to right: Senior triple jumper Luke Plummer, senior decathlete Kodiak Landis, senior pole vaulter McKenna Emmert, sophomore hurdler Mariah Vongsaveng.
Courtesy of CWU Athletics
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March creates snowsports madness
By Andrew Kollar
Kollara@cwu.edu | @Drew_Ski94
Birds are chirping, snow is 
melting and people are thinking 
more about the upcoming col-
lege basketball tournament than 
they are about skiing. People are 
putting the ski gear away and 
breaking out the shorts but ski 
season is not over. 
“March is pretty sweet. I 
remember toboggan training 
got out early last year and we 
had blue bird at Hyak (Sum-
mit East) and it was heaven,” 
said Ski Patroller Mark Laud-
erback. “I love March, it’s the 
best time of  year.”
March has already dumped 
over 20 inches on Snoqualmie 
Pass, with another 13-25 inches 
by the end of  the week, accord-
ing to the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administra-
tion (NOAA). 
“The last weekend of  Febru-
ary was the best weekend of  the 
year,” Lauderback said. 
Historically speaking, March 
has always been a month to 
count on for snowfall. Last year, 
March delivered 105 inches and 
ski areas are on pace to have a 
similar number this year if  the 
weather stays cold.
“Saturday we had about 
three inches of  new snow 
overnight and we took a run 
on the backside of  West,” 
Lauderback said. “There was 
four feet of  snow without 
tracks since nobody had been 
back there in a month.”
More snow and less people is 
what winter enthusiasts long for. 
Late February and early March 
haven’t only been fi lled with 
snowstorms, but temperatures 
are warmer, sunshine becomes 
more frequent and lift lines are 
non-existent.
“Tuesday was absolutely 
fabulous. It was beautiful pow-
der and the minute you got 
back to the top of  the lift it 
was automatic refi ll,” said Ski 
Patroller Caroline Petgrave. 
“The sun came up, the views 
were incredible, and by noon 
all the people had left. It was 
just the perfect day.”
There is no doubt that condi-
tions for the last few weeks have 
been some of  the best all year. 
Snoqualmie Pass has had plenty 
of  deep snow days throughout 
this years’ ski season, but with 
a 100-inch base and more snow 
on the way, conditions will con-
tinue to stay good for a while. 
With rumors circulating that 
Crystal Mountain will be open 
until at least June.
In the heart of  ski season, the 
pass is overfl owing with families 
and the slopes can be packed 
with kids in ski school. By the 
time March rolls around, those 
same families are getting their 
kids involved with spring sports. 
“You could ride straight down 
all of  the steep bowls at Alpen-
tal—it was almost like surfi ng,” 
said Petgrave, about conditions 
this last week.
Whether you are looking to 
go to Snoqualmie, White Pass 
or Stevens Pass, the conditions 
for skiing and snowboarding 
look promising. NOAA is antici-
pating the current storm to keep 
delivering the goods for Wash-
ington ski areas for as far out as 
they can forecast.
Midway up Edelweiss Chair at Alpental, looking over Lake Keechelus. March is one of  the most underrated times to ski.
Andrew Kollar/The Observer
Weekend Temps
Friday: Snow, 32/24 
Saturday: Rain/snow, 34/29
Sunday: Rain/Snow, 35/28 
